June 19th - Candidates' Debate?
Dear Anatoly, Dear Janek

I participated in all FMJD General Assemblies since Abidjan 1996. Only a few times election was really
a battle of different visions of developing our organisation. What we have now, it is of course good.
We need different opinions, we need different visions etc. Surely many federations still discuss their
choice. Finally one person from the federation would come and he/she will have to decide after our
final presentation. Why not give them better overview before 3rd of June?
We live in the age of the global village, we are much more on-line then just 2 years ago.
With this letter I would like to invite you to participate in LIVE online debate. Saturday, June the 19th
at 20:00 Tallinn time.

1. Place: warcaby.tv – YT channel of Damian Reszka. He has shown what he can do some weeks
ago! With 7,5k subscribers, no better place for that currently. Damian will host it technically
in a good and modern way.
2. Each candidate will delegate one person to be his representative in preparation and during
the debate. Communication language for these 3 persons – English (as a main FMJD
language)
3. Language of the debate – only official FMJD languages. I have a person ready to support us
with that live (English, Russian, French).
4. Our debate – 10 rounds with one question to all candidates from each of our
representatives. He can use questions prepared earlier or questions from the chat.
5. At the end of the debate, there will be 3 additional rounds with questions from each of us to
the other candidates.

Of course I’m open to Your suggestions, we can also do it another form. We can also change the date
proposed. But we should do it no later than 10 days before GA.

This could be fantastic experience which will show how open we are. All draughts community could
follow it. Everyone could give a question, everyone could see who is going to be a leader of draughts
community.
Let’s show that we are open, transparent and we live in the XXI century.
With my friendly greetings
Jacek Pawlicki

